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1. Introduction
In June 2019, Council endorsed a staged plan to upgrade and transform Nannigai, Coorabie and
Capella Reserves over three stages from 2020-2022.
The project will incorporate new playgrounds, sports facilities and walking trails. Other features such
as new amenities, seating and picnic facilities will also be included.
Stage 1 is the upgrade of Nannigai and Coorabie Reserves.
To help plan for the upgrades, Council sought community feedback on the concept plan for Nannigai
and Coorabie Reserves (Stage 1) as well as general feedback on the overall plan for Capella Reserve
(Stage 2 and 3).
This report provides information on the community consultation undertaken in October/ November
2019 and the feedback received.
The findings will be used to inform the final concept for Stage 1 as well as the preliminary design
options for Stage 2 and 3.

2. Executive Summary
Council received 78 responses to the online engagement.
The majority of survey respondents (46%) were users of Nannigai Reserve with 18% of respondents
using Capella Reserve.
The top uses of Nannigai Reserve were the playground (40%), followed by the tennis courts (23%).
The top uses of Capella Reserve were walking / jogging (31%), followed by dog exercise (24%) and
sport (18%).
Most respondents (44%) visit the reserve weekly or daily (35%).
Most respondents (75%) walk to the reserves. 17% cycle / skate / scooter with only 8% indicating
they drive to the reserves.
Feedback received for Nannigai Reserve included the court refurbishment with 52.6% of
respondents preferring 1 x multi-purpose court and 1 x scooter loop. The next preference was for 2 x
multipurpose courts (24.4%).
Preferred playground equipment at Nannigai was for climbing nets / rope play, followed by Junior
play equipment and swings.
When asked about priorities for Capella Reserve the majority of respondents would prefer to see a
new playground (33%) followed by walking / jogging paths (28%).
Comments received were generally positive about the upgrade of the reserves with key themes
including the importance of family friendly facilities for all ages, walking / running paths and picnic
facilities. Improving access and safety and protecting the natural environment were also important.
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3. Consultation Program
The consultation included an online survey and an onsite information session at Nannigai Reserve.
The consultation period occurred over 4 weeks with the survey open from 14 October to 4 November
2019.
The consultation was conducted in the following ways:


The survey was available online at www.makingmarion.com.au/nannigai-capella



The survey was promoted on the City of Marion website.



Social media posts were placed on the City of Marion Facebook Page.



A postcard was mailed out to 1080 residents within a 400m catchment of the reserves.



Signs were placed on site at Nannigai and Capella Reserves, Hallett Cove.

4. Consultation Overview
During the four week consultation period Council received:


279 Visits to the online survey



78 Survey responses

This report includes a summary of all survey questions.

5. Consultation Findings
Each question is listed with the corresponding graph and results summary.
A copy of all comments provided by respondents is available in Appendix 1. These responses have
been listed as worded by the respondent. For privacy reasons, respondents’ details have not been
included.
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Q1. Which reserves do you currently use?
None of these reserves
6 (5%)
Capella Drive
38 (31%)

Coorabie
22 (18%)

Nannigai Drive
55 (46%)

Summary of results
Nannigai is the reserve most used by respondents (46%), followed by Capella Reserve (31%). Only a
small portion of respondents do not currently use the reserve (5%).

Q2. If you visit Nannigai Reserve, what do you use it for?
Other (please specify)
6 (6%)

Dog exercise/walking 14 (13%)

Walking/jogging/running
19 (18%)

Tennis Court
25 (23%)

Playground
42 (40%)

Summary of results
Top reasons for use of Nannigai Reserve is the playground. Tennis court followed by walking, jogging
or running are the second and third most popular reasons.
Other uses





Bike/ scooter riding (4)
Kicking the footy with the kids (‘some grass on the flat bit at the top would be good’).
Netball ring (2)
Walking through park to access residential streets north of the reserve.
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Q3. If you visit Coorabie Reserve, what do you use it for?

Other (please specify)
1 (3%)

Dog exercise/walking
13 (45%)
Walking/jogging/running
15 (52%)

Summary of results
Walking, jogging and running (52%) as well as dog exercise (45%) are the top reasons to visit
Coorabie Reserve.
Other uses
 The kids like to explore and climb the trees.
Q4. If you visit Capella Reserve, what do you use it for?
Other (please specify)
5 (6%)
Dog exercise/walking
22 (24%)

Walking/jogging/running
28 (31%)
Sport (formal or informal)
16 (18%)

BMX track
9 (10%)

Skate park (Scooter, Skateboard, BMX)
10 (11%)

Summary of results
Top reasons for use of Capella Reserve is walking, jogging running (31%) followed by dog exercise
(24%) and sport (18%).
Other uses
 Family get togethers / social gatherings / picnics (3)
 Play dates / collecting rocks
 Trade during sporting events
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Q5. How often do you visit any of the reserves?
Other (please specify)
4 (6%)
Monthly
11 (15%)

Daily
25 (35%)

Weekly
32 (44%)

Summary of results
Most respondents visit the reserves weekly (44%) or daily (35%).
Q6. How do you travel to these reserves?

Cycle/Skate/Scoot
16 (17%)

Drive
7 (8%)

Walk
69 (75%)

Summary of results:
Most of the survey respondents were locally based and visit the reserves by walking (75%). Cycling,
skating and scooting was the second most popular option (17%). Only 8% of respondents drive to
the reserves.
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Q7. When you visit the reserves, do you visit?
With a community group 2 (1%)
With a friend
13 (9%)

Other (please…

As a family
55 (37%)

As a dog walker
28 (19%)

With a sports team
8 (5%)

As an individual
25 (17%)

As a couple
17 (11%)

Summary of results:
The majority of respondents visit the reserves with their family (37%). Dog walking was the second
most popular reason for visiting (19%), followed by individuals (17%) or as a couple (11%).
Q8. If you do not use any of these reserves, what are the reasons why?
I don't feel safe
1 (10%)
Other (please specify)
3 (30%)

There is nothing there for me
4 (40%)
They are not accessible
2 (20%)

Summary of results:
Only 10 respondents indicated they do not use the reserves mainly due to there being nothing of
interest to them (40%).
Other comments included
 Other reserves and playgrounds are better suited to my small children
 Didn’t know they existed
 Footpath and gate access were not accessible
 They felt unsafe.
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NANNIGAI RESERVE CONCEPT PLAN
Q9. Thinking of the existing Nannigai Reserve, what would you like to see the tennis courts
refurbished as?

1 x multipurpose sports court
and 1 x scooter loop
41 (53%)

1 x multipurpose sports court
and an open lawn space
18 (23%)

2 x multipurpose sports
court…

Summary of results:
The majority of respondents preferred 1 x multipurpose sports court and 1 x scooter loop.
The second preference was for two multipurpose courts.

1 x multipurpose sports court
/ 1 x scooter loop

2 x multipurpose sports courts

1 x multipurpose sports court
/ open space lawn

52.6%

24.4%

23.1%
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Q10. What features would you like to see in a new play space at Nannigai Reserve?
(Repsondents were asked to choose their top 3 items).

Climbing nets / rope play

COMBINED RESULTS
Choice 1
27

Choice 2
14

Choice 3
15

TOTAL
56

Junior play equipment

16

16

20

52

Basket swing

10

17

10

37

Standard swing

15

9

9

33

Balancing beams and
boulder

5

13

14

32

Climbable sculpture

5

9

10

24

Summary of results:
The top 3 preferences for the Nannigai Reserve playgroung are climbing nets/rope play followed by
junior play equipment and swings.
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CAPELLA RESERVE
Q11. As well as a new public toilet, picnic facilities and shaded seating, what else would you like to
see at Capella Reserve?
Respondents were asked to rank in order of preference (1-4) what they would like to see out of these
possible options?
Skate Park, 10,
13%

Playground, 33,
43%

Fitness
Equipment, 12,
16%

Walking /
jogging paths,
21, 28%

Summary of results:
The majority of respondents would prefer to see a new playground (33%) followed by walking /
jogging paths (28%).
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OVERALL PROJECT
Q12. Do you have any other comments or feedback about the overall project of renewal for
Nannigai, Coorabie and Capella Reserves?
Nannigai Reserve Comments
There was general support for the upgrade of Nannigai Reserve. Respondents highlighted the
importance of providing family friendly facilities throughout the reserve including seating, picnic
facilities, irrigated grass and improved access.
There was a strong preference for retaining the natural ambiance of the reserve and the importance
of protecting trees and birdlife. There were two concerns raised in regards to increased traffic and
parking congestion.
A summary of comments received for Nannigai Reserve is provided in the table below. All
comments received for Nannigai Reserve are provided in Appendix 1.

Nannigai Reserve Comments | Summary
PLAYGROUND
Swing
 Baby/toddler swing
 Regular swing and slide
 Swing for teenagers, disabled adults.
 Include adult fitness equipment  (2)
Age
 Make sure there is a range of equipment
including for toddlers
 Cater for toddlers and pre-schoolers
 Play for all ages not just children.
 Please include equipment for older
 Kids
 A park for all ages  (2)
Nature Play
 Preserve the existing nature play
 Nature play  (2)
 Like the playground at victor harbour
foreshore
 Standard equipment, not nature play
Location of equipment
 Locate slides and equipment so they are not
too hot in summer.
 Locate playground near courts not behind
the toilets.
Fencing
 Fenced playground  (3)
 Fence area near busy roads.

FACILITIES / AMENITIES / NATURE
Seating / Picnic Facilities
 More seating (picnic tables, under trees /
recycled plastic)  (3)
 Barbeques for families.
 Irrigated grass  (2)
 More shade
Toilet
 New toilet
 Better lighting for toilet  (2)
 Like the artwork on toilets  (2)
 Toilet not used often
 The toilets are frequently used.
Pathways / Connections
 Improved access for wheelchairs and
walkers.
 Improved access to shaded chairs near the
tennnis courts.
Traffic / Parking
 Concern about Traffic safety / parking with
increased use  (2)
 Prevent vehicle access to reserve.
Trees / Birdlife
 Preserve the trees for bird life  (5)
 Retain existing trees for shade and play
value  (6)
 More trees along the Nannigai / Capella
corner would be beneficial.
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COURTS
Tennis Courts
 Keep the courts
 Keep the 2 courts
 Love the design with the tennis & basketball
court.
 Would be good to have a full sized bball at
one end & a smaller one for younger kids at
the other end.
 They are used every day
 Used by a range of ages
Bikes / Scooters
 Somewhere to ride bikes and scooters (we
currently use the tennis courts for this).
 Tennis courts are well used including for
scooters.
 Locate scooter near the skate park instead
of nannygai.
 Used to teach children how to ride a bike,
hit and bat a ball without the risk of them
running onto a road.

GENERAL COMMENTS
Comments in support
 Pleased to hear about upgrade.
 Family friendly park for picnics would be
great.
 The existence of these green open areas
enhances feelings of mental well being for
people living near them and is greatly
valued and appreciated.
Comments not in support / concerns
 Concerned about tree removal
 Nannigai park isn't popular as it has many
large trees and feels unsafe with the lack of
visibility and large toilet block.
 I don't support further installation of
equipment or landscape in Hallett Cove that
the City of Marion cannot maintain.
 Importance of good maintenance once
upgraded.
Maintenance
 Remove the dead trees.

Other comments
 Courts also used for training larger dogs off
lead (this cannot be done on the oval or in a
public dog park).
 Safety concerns about the colocation of
basketball rings (especially their support
structure) and tennis courts.
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Capella Reserve Comments
There was general support for the upgrade of Capella Reserve with comments reflecting the desires
for multi-purpose facilities to cater for a range of recreational needs for all ages.
There were requests for improved walking trails and connections as well as general improvements to
enhance the safety and amenity of the reserve.
Additional requests included a BMX pump track and an enclosed dog off leash area.
A summary of comments received for Capella Reserve is provided in the table below. All comments
received for Capella Reserve are provided in Appendix 1.

Capella Reserve Comments | Summary
PLAYGROUND
 Locate the playground equipment close to
the skate park.
 Variety of play equipment.
 Standard playground equipment not nature
play
 Like the idea of long slide.
 Is playground equipment needed?
 A fenced playground.
 Put all items into Capella – courts, play.

SKATE / SCOOTER
 Improve safety and facilities to cater for
young families (currently intimidating)
 Include a pump track
 Expand BMX track to include pump track

FACILITIES / AMENITIES

OTHER COMMENTS

Walking / Access
 Improved walking link from Barramundi /
Coorabie Cres through reserve would be
good.
 A walking/jogging path that runs right
around the outskirts of all 3 spaces that
creates a big loop with km markers.
 Walking trail

General Comments
 The project sounds fantastic
 Please ensure the reserve is multi-purpose
including adults, dog walkers and wildlife.
 Maintain the trees.
 Inviting natural spaces with more plants and
trees.

Facilities
 Shaded seating and picnic areas
 Enclosed dog park  (2)
 Lawn
 Sporting facilities
 More trees
 Upgrade soccer pitches to artificial turf.
Safety / Amenities
 Possible CCTV?
 Bollards / rocks to keep cars off
 Public toilet
 Additional parking spaces  (2)
 Lights to carpark

Issues / Concerns
 Oval use by dogs and soccer makes it
inaccessible for families to play / practice
informal sport, exercise and picnic.
 Retain reserve availability and amenity for
recreational use / dog walking not large
scale formalised sport.
Maintenance
 Irrigation system requires repair to reduce
mud near the cricket nets and other areas.
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Other Comments Received
Some additional comments were received in regards to requests or maintenance of other council
reserves. (These comments will be forwarded to the relevant teams).
Maintenance of other City of Marion Reserves
 Please consider reallocating funds to maintain existing parks in the Hallett Cove vicinity.
 Pavana park football pole is missing, no nets in soccer goals, lawns need water, fertiliser and
mowing. This is an important community park in the heart of Hallett Cove.
 Please consider planting lawn at Yilki reserve, the play equipment is popular with local families,
however the reserve is unusable for anything (including ball sports) due to dirt, rubble and
weeds.
 Each year the quality of many existing parks in Hallett Cove is declining due to limited or no
maintenance.
Responses to questions 13 through to 15 seek contact information including name, email and street
address and have been excluded for privacy reasons.

Q16. Please let us know which suburb you live in?
SHEIDOW PARK, SA
1(1%)

HALLETT COVE, SA
77(99%)

Summary of results:
The majority of respondents were local residents who live in Hallett Cove.
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6. Next Steps
We thank the community who took the time to provide their feedback and participate in the
engagement process.
The feedback provided will inform the development of a final concept for Nannigai and Coorabie
Reserves and will assist with the development of concept options for Capella Reserve.

7. Project Updates
Project updates will be provided through the Nannigai and Capella Reserves Precinct Upgrade page
on the City of Marion website.
https://www.marion.sa.gov.au/about-council/playground-and-reserve-upgrades/naningai-andcapella-reserves

8. Attachments
Attachment 1 Survey Responses - All Comments
Attachment 2 Social Media
Attachment 3 Project Brochure
Attachment 4 Project Postcard
Attachment 5 Online Survey Questions
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Attachment 1 Survey Responses – All Comments
Q12. Do you have any other comments or feedback about the overall project of renewal for
Nannigai, Coorabie and Capella Reserves?
A new playground close to the skate park would be great
We absolutely love Nannigai reserve and my two boys aged 3 and 6 visit this park daily to ride bikes and
play on the play equipment. We would like to see play equipment with a baby/toddler swing, regular
swing and slide included as currently is available and the natural aspects of the park remain to preserve
the bird life and nature play that is currently there. Please ensure that there remains somewhere to ride
bikes and scooters (we currently use the tennis courts for this) and that it remains a park for all ages. I
will be in hospital at the time of the community consultation on 23 October, so please ensure we are
kept up to date and if any further feedback is needed we would be happy to provide it.
We use the playground, tennis courts, grass and wooded areas on Nannigai Reserve on a regular basis.
We'd like to see the playground and tennis courts kept and many of the trees kept to keep the birds and
natural environment.
New toilet block for nannigai with good lighting. Shaded seated areas, love to see more old fashion play,
then nature play like every other park these days. Great to see a playground to suit all ages, smaller and
bigger kids. The more different things there is, the more it will get used. Loving the design with the tennis
and basketball court, would be good to have a full size ring one end and a lower ring the other for
younger kids to play.
Capella would be great to have a pumt track, definitely more shaded areas and sitting/ eating areas. Also
think there should be a closed in area for dogs to run around in, as there is so many people who don't
pick up their dog poo on the oval. Car park needs an upgrade with lighting and possible camera for
people that think it's ok to dump.
A walking/jogging path that runs right around the outskirts of all 3 spaces that creates a big loop with km
markers.
I would like to see the playground visable from the courts and lawn area and not behind the toilets so
young children can be seen when adults are playing tennis etc I would also like to see free BBQs there
for families.
Variety of play equipment,lawn, sporting, walking trail would be great. A toilet is also a must to make it
somewhere to be able to go and stay for an afternoon.
I would like to see more trees in Capella Reserve and additional bollards/rocks to keep motor vehicles off
the oval.
I would like to see an expansion of the BMX track to include a pump track. I do not wish to see a jumps
track as seen in some bike parks as they are not well used.
Just put everything in capella reserve, plenty of room in the old exercise loop area for tennis/basketball
courts, the oval is well used and people are more likely to use other facilities at the park rather than goto
the other two reserves
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It would be great to see playgrounds with play equipment rather than the trendy nature playground.
Toddlers are not ready to use nature playgrounds and need structured equipment like slides, swings,
trampolines, stairs etc
I would like the two tennis courts to stay as I live (REMOVED*) and use them regularly along with my 6
grand children. The two tennis courts are very popular and used every day by many local people. A few
years ago it was proposed to remove the tennis courts and a partition was taken with about 3000
signatures to keep the courts.. I would not like to see walking paths or play ground equipment between
my fence and the tennis court as I think this would encourage graffiti on my fence however if they are
away from the fences I have no objection.
Adult fitness equipment area
My only concern is how a potential increase in people parking around capella dr and nannigai will affect
me. I live at (REMOVED*) and already have to look 3 ways to back out of my driveway. When people park
out the front of my house i cant see round the bend in the road at all. Makes going anywhere dangerous.
Please consider increased traffic and how you might deal with this safely.
The project sounds fantastic.
Please incorporate ways of preventing vehicular (car/motorbike) access to the improved ares.
Would be great to have a family friendly park to be able to have a picnic & be able to spend time out
doors
Would also love fitness equipment at Nannigai.
Like the idea of another playground with a long slide, like the one at Hallett cove beach but longer, in
stage 2 would be awsome. Currently we often walk from Barramundi(Capella cnr) , down Corrabie on the
northern side of the road and down the bike path past the skate ramp. This route is fairly terrible so an
improved route from the same start to end(but possibly down the reserve) would be well recieved.
Tennis court are free and fun. Many families in area use them to have a hit. Sometime we have to wait
for others to finish. The hard surface can be used for scooters and bikes which happens often too. They
are very popular. Please not remove them but revitalize and renew them.
Concerns are parking and tree removal. Looking forward to exciting play spaces for the children.
I would like to see the Nannigai Reserve park to have a decent range of play equipment and pieces
appropriate for toddlers. I don't think it should be another 'nature play' playground, there is enough of
them around already.
It would be great to have a playground that is fenced in. As a parent of small children and someone who
works with children with disabilities parents are always looking for playgrounds that are fenced to ensure
their kids are safe as many children run away and have no safety awareness. The playground on
Southbank boulevard in sheidow Park is a perfect example of a playground that is accessible for most
and is fenced.
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I have selected features/choices above about equipment only to submit form.
Please consider reallocating funds to maintain existing parks in the Hallett Cove vicinity. Pavana park
football pole is missing, no nets in soccer goals, lawns need water, fertiliser and mowing. This is an
important community park in the heart of Hallett Cove. Please consider planting lawn at Yilki reserve, the
play equipment is popular with local families, however the reserve is unusable for anything (including
ball sports) due to dirt, rubble and weeds. Each year the quality of many existing parks in Hallett Cove is
declining due to limited or no maintenance. Capella reserve is often used for exercising dogs or soccer
practice, making it inaccessible for families to play/practice informal sports, exercise or picnic. The skate
park is important for teenagers, but can be intimidating for young families. Due to other parks in close
proximity to Capella drive, is play equipment necessary?
Nannigai park isn't popular as it has many large trees and feels unsafe with the lack of visibility and large
toilet block. The tennis courts are locked and inaccessible to local families.
Please consider how you are allocating valuable and limited rate payer funds in Hallett Cove. I don't
support further installation of equipment or landscape in Hallett Cove that the City of Marion cannot
maintain.
As a daily user of Capella Reserve for dog-walking purposes and socialising with the other reserve users
that I have become friends with over the years, my primary concern is to ensure that the availability and
amenity of the reserve are not negatively impacted by the introduction of large-scale formalised sport.
The reserve is a meeting place and recreation area for the entire community for a range of activities. To
fence it off, or minimise its availability to local residents in any way, will negatively impact the lives of
those of us who live nearby and destroy the sense of community that this reserve fosters in the local
area.
Maintain the trees. Keep all areas as public open space ie., no AFL football /cricket club and no parking
around proposed new football oval to be built on Capella drive reserve,.
Maintain current no alcohol policy.
I suggest some seats for parents to be able to sit down whilst the kids are playing, preferably located
under the trees where there is shade. If you're considering play castle and slides please remember play
equipment get really hot in summer if directly under the sun so may need to be under a shaded area.
It would be excellent to have an fenced off dog area within the Coorabie Reserve area. It would take the
dogs away from the sporting field and be an excellent use of the currently empty space
Nannigai only needs an irrigated lawn space and an upgrade to the existing toilet block. The old shed also
needs to go. The bird life in the park is wonderful so don’t want them to disappear because the park
attracts more foot traffic.
Please remember these green spaces are not just for children to play in. Adults and dogwalkers enjoy
these areas too and so does our wildlife, therefore please ensure they are multi purpose and also inviting
attractive natural spaces. Please ensure they have a natural feel with lots of planting and also more trees
-some in Nannigai are in need of attention/removal as they are dead or fallen over. More
shrubs/groundcover would be welcome.
A fully fenced playground would be great. Not enough playgrounds cater for the littles aswell and said
littles are a flight risk when there are no fences! A playground that caters to toddlers and pre schoolers
would be amazing!!! All three playgrounds in hallett cove we use are really only for preschool age or
older. I'd love something more appropriate for a 1 year old (Slade, Quailo and heron are the ones we
use)
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Have used these and the Mema court playground for our children as growing up and now young niece. Is
good to have some reserves and play equipment available for youngsters!
Some Nature Play playgrounds for younger children
Im concerned about the existing trees on the Nannigai site. I would like to see that the majority of those
remain and worked around. Not only is that a part of the park that is most enjoyable to walk through
that we need them for the birds in the area. There is quite a lot of birdlife especially in the early
mornings and evenings that frequent them. They are heard to my house. When my children were young
they use to play within the trees. It takes a long time for trees to get to that size that they are and I have
seen too many parks reduced to having beautiful play spaces but stark and wide open to the elements or
with artifical shade in the form of shelters and shade cloth and no large trees. Hallett Cove is hot and dry
enough without getting rid of more precious trees. Otherwise, I am very excited by the concept of a
redevelopment. I have lived here nearly 30 years and it will be special for my now upcoming grandkids thank you.
I most love coming to the park because it has shade trees and it has a toilet.
I like the artwork on the toilet block, but it needs better lighting as it is very dark.
Me and my friend can play in the bushes at the reserve (nature play)
Nature play, moving parts play. Like the playground at victor harbour foreshore
Nannigai Reserve needs plenty of shade and tables and chairs. Would be great if the playground could be
fenced in to ensure the safety of the children.
Please consider fencing the area nearer to the busy roads
We like the graffitti art on the toilets.
I would like to suggest that if new playground etc., was added to all areas mentioned, I think there need
to be additional parking space for cars - otherwise I can imagine there will be a surge in street parking
that will cause concern to local residents. It is especially the case at Capella Reserve.
I would also like to mention that I would like to see fenced playground area at Capella Reserve, as this
park is used heavily by dog walkers.
It would be great for the Capella Reserves to be the mecca of south’s Junior Soccer ⚽️, by making 3
separate junior artificial pitch’s ( u12, three quarter size , the u10 half size and the u6-u9 sized pitch). The
same as currently marked out but artificial to bring the south in line better with the north’s Facilities!
Nannigai reserve to have lawn area aswell please. Toilet block not necessary - never used except by
postie and workmen that are mobile on the road. Plus it’s never really hygienic-maintenance poor. I
cannot see an automatic service being any better - when I think about the ones at H/c beach, quailo and
cove Rd. Tennis crts well utilised - but u need a strict maintenance program if u put these things in place.
Scooter park better attached to skatepark so all ages can enjoy facilities. Instead of splitting families up.
Subsequent upkeep of any development is most important.
Glad to hear about new upgrade.
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Yes. Please see extended comments below.
We appreciate the quiet, the trees, the shade they provide and their blossoms, the birds, the happy
sounds of children on the play equipment, the sound of a tennis ball being hit. Just being there and the
ambience of these areas provide great value.
We enjoy the pseudo natural nature of these areas. The fallen bark, etc provides interest for dogs and is
useful for soil biota.
The tall trees are home to local and migratory birds, such as magpies, noisy minors, corellas, sulphur
crested cockatoos, yellow tailed black cockatoos, colourful parrots, little crows and galahs. Large birds
need large trees.
Your options appear to presuppose that the area is, and will be, predominantly used by small children.
What about the older people who live in this area, and teenagers and their parents? And even people
without children?
Dog walking is a very important part of current usage. This must be acknowledged and should not be
undermined or diminished as part of your efforts to provide facilities for young children.
A swing that is also suitable for teenagers and disabled adults would be good.
NB people with young children who live in the vicinity of the Nannigai Reserve are not likely to walk to
facilities in the Capella Reserves.
The very tall and well established trees in these areas must not be jeopardised. They are key to council
policies such as biodiversity, shade, reducing urban heat spots, providing habitat for birds, holding the
ground together during droughts (when the soil becomes a powder), and managing water flow during
high volume rain events. Mass removal of mature trees, such as pine trees and olive trees, is not
necessary, not warranted and inadvisable. These areas are not geologically stable and loss of root
systems if some/all are removed could increase erosion.
New trees will not grow quickly in these areas, which have shallow and fragile soils. Allowing parking in
areas where trees are trying to get established, will compact the soil and undermine any attempt by
roots to gain and retain a hold and moisture. Visitors from outside the area, for example in cars
associated with sports events, will not care if a tree that has taken 4 years to achieve its current size has
its roots compromised and soil compacted and eroded.
The Nannigai tennis courts are well used by people of a wide range of ages. Mainly for tennis, but also as
an area for training larger dogs off lead (this cannot be done on the oval or in a public dog park) and to
teach children how to ride a bike, hit and bat a ball without the risk of them running on a road.
We have safety concerns about the colocation of basketball rings (especially their support structure) and
tennis courts. This issue must be raised, and resolved, with your suppliers before making final contract
decisions. You cannot just assume that no accidents will happen.
Will ambulance access be incorporated?
More trees along the Nannigai / Capella corner would be beneficial.
The toilets are frequently used, including by Council employees.
The existing paths show where the foot traffic currently goes. Any new paths will need to accommodate
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this, but not necessarily replace it. Improved access for wheelchairs and walkers would be helpful if you
install barbecue equipment, and if you improve access to shaded chairs near the tennnis courts.
A few additional benches, made out of recycled plastic of course, would be good for people watching
what is happening on the courts and as a resting point for people with reduced breathing capacity especially if they are shaded by the trees.
The existence of these green open areas enhances feelings of mental well being for people living near
them and is greatly valued and appreciated.
Please include equipment for older Kids
More trees
Please get the sprinkler system working properly, the end near the cricket nets was muddy again this
morning. And other parts squishy wet under foot.

*Residential addresses have been removed for privacy.
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Attachment 2 Social Media
Social media posts were made on Facebook during the consultation period. The posts and
comments provided are below.
Date of Post: 22 October 2019
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Date of Post: 31 October 2019
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Attachment 3 Project Brochure
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Attachment 4 Project Postcard
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Attachment 5 Online Survey Questions
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